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Most polls are now showing little or no "post-convention bounce" -- or even a negative bounce -- 
for John Kerry and John Edwards. But as the chart below shows, two particular polls 
forecasted this highly unusual non-bounce early last week. One is the stock market, and the 
other is the futures contract on George W. Bush's re-election probability, traded online at 
Tradesports.com. These two sensitive, market-based, expectations-driven polls both turned up 
from lows for the year one week ago on Tuesday, the morning after Bill Clinton's opening-night 
speech to the Democratic National Convention. The Bush futures contract has now surged 
from a low of 49% one week ago to levels above 55%, back to where it was trading in early July 
just before Edwards was announced as Kerry's running mate. Futures traders may well be 
noting the fact that the only presidential candidate to ever have such a poor post-convention 
bounce was George McGovern in 1972. 

 

We have noted repeatedly since early March that the stock market and the Bush contract were 
moving hand-in-hand. We believe that this is because the stock market sees higher growth 
under a second Bush administration, and lower growth under a Kerry administration -- which 
would seek to repeal Bush's pro-growth tax cuts and impose greater regulatory burdens. Now, 
with the Bush contract resurgent, and moving away from the 50/50 zone where electoral 
uncertainty is maximized, we have further support for our belief that the stock market has 
successfully tested the lower bounds of its year-to-date trading range, and is now poised to 
move back up through the range (see "Just Chute Me" July 29, 2004). We would expect the 
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most growth-sensitive sectors to do the best on the move up, including the out-of-favor 

technology sector (see "Tech: A Trading Value Play" July 20, 2004).   
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